
Girls are very complex, aren’t they??And getting girls is still further complex if you don't understand their feelings! 

But I say that girls are different not complex. So what’s the thing that’s different in them? Well that’s their 

psychology. Basically they are not analytical, not very intelligent, but they are very great observant and draw 

conclusions from the very minute things that you ignore having done. They listen to what you say carefully & do 

remember and use this particular statement at a later date to test whether you really follow what you say or not. 

And the funny thing is that any smart person can make them believe what they want her to believe by telling good 

lies (remember I said that they are not very intelligent but only observant!) 

But I don’t want you to cheat on anybody so I will not tell anything so as to read their mind and trick her. Rather I will 

give a fundamental view about a girls mind. 

First she is very much sensitive to even minor things. You may inadvertently hurt her without intensionally trying to. 

So always try to speak to her in a loving firm manner(firm is not the same as being rude).You are a man and you 



should have the power to make decisions. Inform her of your decision and ask to modify if required (girls like manly 

people+ those who respect girl’s opinion) this way you will become more loving her. 

Women have a lot of good friends and have a great deal of love for their family. So don’t tell anything against her 

family. She also has a wide variety of interests. If you ask her of how she is doing with her interests then she will 

definitely feel that you are caring to her. 

Women never like to be hurt. And their usual response is to avoid it than fight it. Thus if you ever hurt a female then 

there are great chances that she will leave you than arguing against you. So be careful! 

And finally I will say the most notorious thing about ladies. It’s that they talk too much than you can. You must 

develop a habit to listen to them than asking them to stop speaking. It’s their natural nature and you cannot change 

that behavior. So be a good listener or else you might lose her in future! 

 

 


